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Company: BMCE Bank Headquarters
Segment: Financial
Property type: Headquarters
Plant location city: Casablanca
Access control system: Aperio™ C100 Escutcheon
Aperio Partner: CST Sécurité
Number of Aperio Cylinder: 50

Challenge
BMCE Bank is one of the largest commercial banks in Morocco, with a network of 450 branches.

As part of a complete overhaul of its headquarter’s security arrangements, the bank needed a wireless security locking technology to provide 50 of its glass doors with an instant upgrade to an access control system, without compromising on aesthetics.

Solution
Easy to install, ASSA ABLOY Access Control’s Aperio escutcheon enabled a simple security upgrade from the mechanical systems in place to a sleek access control wireless locking solution.

With Aperio’s flexible design and ability to work with RS485 and Wiegand interface, together with iClass, Mifare Plus and DesFire technology credentials, there was no issue with Aperio instantly connecting to the existing online access control system at BMCE Bank, with minimal modification to doors and premises.
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